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Whole
Rudes

Tuft Love
Exploring the shock of hair

T

he beard is for the solitary with a waiter clearing dishes. Beneath his nose grew
a majestic handlebar fit for a vaudeville star. We
man. The look is tough and
froze, then shared a quick nod of mutual admiration.
rugged, worn by men of the
earth—the lumberjack, the sailor. “That was so strange,” said Susan. “It’s like you’re in
Yet the beard is a mask. The beard a club.”
The following day we stopped for pizza. The
is for the guarded, the quiet. The beard is a
shield. It’s a cowboy hat turned low over the cashier, sporting a mangy slug of hair on his lip,
charged Susan $2.50 for her slice. He then pointed
eyes. It’s Jack Nicholson’s sunglasses. A
at my face and declared, “His is free.”
man’s beard asks a stranger to notice his
This sort of support is lovely, but in pensive
appearance, and to please quash any urge to
moments I would reach for my chin, forgetting I’d
strike up a conversation. The more isolated
lost the comfort of stroking my beard. In desperathe man, the longer the thicket: a monk’s
tion, I’d twist the wispy ends of
whiskers impress, a hermy horseshoe, like an adolesmit’s beard is nonpareil.
cent fondling the tattered rags
But the beard is good
of a treasured security blanket.
company, a faithful pet to
There are rough moments
scratch. I’ve grown a few in
with a temporary ’stache: the
my day, and each time I raise
sideways glances, the coworker
the clippers to shear my face,
who plainly states, “I hate your
I feel I’m about to harm
face.” And there is the nightmare
something innocent.
scenario I created by carrying a
six-pack of cheap beer, a powder
keg ignited by one slanderous
spark: “You look like such a
hipster.” From there the shots
kept falling. “How’s that all
going to fit on your bike?” “Yeah,
go back to Jamaica Plain.” I ran
from the room suffering the type of anguish only
Morrissey could understand.
Life with a mustache is an odd experience, as the
world reacts to a patch of hair you tend to overlook.
It’s like walking down the street with your fly down.
You friends will tell you the truth, but strangers may
get uncomfortable.
On my mustache’s last night, I put it to a final test.
Turning to two women in a bar, I asked, “Does this
look work?”
“No,” said one.
“Yes,” said the other, and both walked away
wearing equal looks of disgust.
Dejected, I spun back toward the bar to find a
fresh shot of whiskey. “What’s this for?” I asked my
friend.
“It’s not from me, it’s from him,” he responded.
From behind the taps, the bartender motioned to
his moustache and bobbed his head in approval.
Cheers to the gallant mustachioed. Maybe one
day I’ll rejoin the ranks. CCC

To the guy at the Lansdowne
who kept hip-checking me:
You’re lucky that a beer down
your back was the worst thing
that happened to you. Next time,
don’t mess with a girl who has a
low tolerance for collared shirts
and an impressive knowledge of
physical restraints. Your threats
after the beer incident don’t come
close to matching what I hear from
the drunk drivers I help on a daily
basis. I’m not sure what that says
about your intelligence or your
creativity.
Lady law
To the bicyclist who screamed at
me at the Boylston Street CVS:
When there is a bike on both sides
of Comm. Ave., it’s too narrow for
two vehicles to pass safely, so
traffic is reduced to one lane.
Apparently you feel that it’s OK to
slow down traffic on a busy road. I
had hoped the bike lane would
help the traffic flow, but it’s
worse. Bikes and cars need to
coexist; it’s difficult to do so when
many cyclists feel they are superior
to cars and exempt from traffic
rules. If you’re rude to drivers and
pedestrians, expect them to be
rude in return.
Vicious cycle
Unrequited crush? Bad hair? Need to vent?

Send your stories and suggestions to nick@improper.com.
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Dan Watkins

My winter beard had overstayed its welcome, and my
girlfriend, Susan, had started
Lip
moss
making subtle hints that it was
time to shave. I’m good at ducking
subtle hints, but once it became a
birthday request, I relented. A
lover of fools, she asked that I
keep a mustache for her party. Out of curiosity and
revenge, I left it on my face for more than a week.
For both our sakes, I avoided the tired pedophile
jokes and went with the horseshoe mustache, a
favorite of bikers and Sam Elliott. Unlike the beard,
which can act as a social cattle-catcher, I found a
mustache invites friends to openly comment on
your appearance. “Very Dukes of Hazzard,” said
one pal. “You look like you’re about to do something indecent,” said another. The general consensus, after an hour or a beer, was that the look
succeeded.
Counterintuitively, silence was agony. Around
strangers, at the gym or on the street, people can
just assume you’ve lost a bet or happen to be a big
Freddie Mercury fan. It takes a brave man to flaunt
an assertive mustache.
But while beards are for loners, donning a
mustache initiates you into a brotherhood. On day
two of my experiment, Susan and I shared a table at
a snazzy restaurant, my furry horseshoe announcing its presence among the suits and Châteauneufdu-Pape. In a brief, beautiful moment, I locked eyes

T

o the fat and frumpy
buttinsky at Whole
Foods: What business is
it of yours that I reclaimed my
space in line at Whole Foods? I
moved five steps to the left to grab
a magazine, and the spacey chick
behind me pushed her cart forward.
I politely reminded her that I was
next in line. Then you felt compelled
to say, “You must be from New
York or LA.” What gave me away?
My tan, rockin’ body? Girls like
you always have issues with
women like me.
Beacon Hill bitch

